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Application of semantic location awareness
computing based on data mining in
COVID-19 prevention and control system

Xiaoming Wan∗
College of Artificial Intelligence and Big Data, Chongqing Industry Polytechnic College, Chongqing, China

Abstract. Because of the global spread of COVID-19 in 2020, the analysis of activities and travel behavior of urban residents
is the key for the prevention and control of epidemic situation. Based on this, the research on track data mining and semantic
location perception is conducted. The analysis of travel behavior characteristics of urban residents is helpful to carry out
epidemic prevention activities scientifically. However, the traditional manual survey and statistical analysis cannot meet the
needs of the rapid development of urbanization. On the other hand, with the application and development of information
technology such as communication, location and storage, a large number of mobile trajectory data of urban residents can be
collected and stored. These trajectory data contain rich spatiotemporal semantic information. Through mining and analysis,
a lot of valuable travel information can be get and then the daily behavior of individual users and the spatial distribution
characteristics of group users’ movement can be found. The results can effectively serve the current epidemic prevention
work and can be applied to the infection tracking in the process of epidemic prevention.
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1. Introduction

The activity and travel behavior of urban residents
is an important part of urban activity mobile system.
The analysis of the characteristics of urban residents’
travel behavior is conducive to the scientific urban
planning and traffic management, especially during
the period of COVID-19. The prevention and control
mechanism is the most important for the monitoring
of infected people and their close contacts. However,
the traditional manual survey and statistical analy-
sis cannot meet the needs of the rapid development
of urbanization. On the other hand, with the appli-
cation and development of information technology
such as communication, location and storage, a large
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number of mobile trajectory data of urban residents
can be collected and stored, which contains rich spa-
tiotemporal semantic information. Through mining
and analysis, a lot of valuable travel information can
be obtained, and then the daily behavior rules of indi-
vidual users and group user mobility can be found.
The results can effectively serve the fields of intelli-
gent transportation and urban planning [1–5].

In the past few years, some service applications still
stay in the simple location-based service applications
such as recommending the stores near the user’s sur-
roundings according to the user’s current GPS fixed
point, without further digging the track information
before the user to provide more convenient and intel-
ligent services for the user. At present, the research
of trajectory mining is also in the stage of theoret-
ical research based on some research data, which
is limited to the overall trajectory data information
environment.
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Fig. 1. A road network data of downtown area.

This paper is devoted to the research of spa-
tiotemporal trajectory data mining method and its
application in the analysis of urban residents’ travel
behavior pattern [4–10]. Firstly, the spatiotemporal
trajectory data model is constructed, and a method
of outlier detection based on the public segment
subsequence is proposed, and the abnormal route
is analyzed by combining with the personal travel
trajectory data of city A; secondly, the trajectory
clustering method based on the multi feature simi-
larity measurement model is designed and verified
by the analysis of the residents’ routine travel routes;
secondly, the information entropy and multi fea-
ture are proposed Finally, based on the taxi track
data set of city a, this paper analyzes the travel
spatial characteristics of urban residents from mul-
tiple perspectives, such as hot spot distribution and
mobile mode, and proposes a hot spot location mining
method based on neighborhood association quality
clustering, and through the analysis of residents’
travel commuting and outgoing The detection of hot
spot area of car rental is verified by an example
[11–13].

2. System design and implementation

Road network refers to the road system composed
of various roads in a certain area and interwoven
into a network distribution. The road network in the
urban area is called urban road network. The road
network can be represented as a directed graph G =
(V, E), V = {n1, n2, · · · , nVN} representing the set
formed by the end points of VN road sections in
the road network space, E = {e1, e2, · · · , eEN} rep-
resenting the set formed by the EN road sections
between the end points of road sections, each directed
edge is recorded as e1 = (Eidin

i
s, n

i
d), where 1 ≤ i ≤

EN, Eidi records the identification of the directed
edge, and ni

s, n
i
d ∈ V records the location points of

both ends of the directed edge (road section).
This experiment is based on the implementation of

a city vector electronic map data on ArcGIS plat-
form. Figure 1 shows part of the road network in
the central city of Beijing vector electronic map.
Among them, the basic data of road network is road
section, and a road is a collection of several road
sections.
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Table 1
Some attribute data of the selected section

ID MAPID NAME SX SY EX EY

404796 595679 Second ring 119.0637 93.4396 118.0808 37.2200

The map shows the end points of urban expressway
and Township Village Road. The attribute data of the
section highlighted in blue in the middle is shown
in Table 1, where id is the number of the selected
section, (SX, SY) and (ex, ey) represent the longitude
and latitude coordinates of the starting point and the
ending point of the section respectively.

Based on the above information, the track map
matching algorithm is constructed, and the map
matching algorithm is divided into two stages. They
are road network division and extraction of road seg-
ment information in grid, aiming at road network
matching of each track.

The first stage: road network division and road seg-
ment information extraction in grid. There are two
stages;

STAGE 1: Grid the road network data.
Step 1: Grid the road network data. Take the coordi-

nate point of the lower left corner of the road network
map as the origin of the road network grid coordinate
system (ox, oy), set the coordinate point of the upper
right corner of the road network map to (Mx, My),
and take gridlat and gridlong as the unit degrees
respectively Grid the latitude and longitude direc-
tions. The road network map is divided into [(My −
oy)/gridlat] × [(Mx − ox)/gridlong] grid, where the
number of each two-dimensional grid is jointly repre-
sented by the sequence number of the row and column
in which it is located. For example, the grid number
with row number of 2 and column number of 1 is
[2,1]. For any location point (xk, yk) in the road net-
work, its grid number is recorded as [Gki, Gkj], which
can be calculated as follows:

Gki = [
yk − oy

griglat
] + 1 (1)

Gki = [
xk − ox

griglong
] + 1 (2)

Step 2: Get the road information in each grid of the
road network.

After the road network map is divided into a series
of two-dimensional grids, the grid sequence of each
road section and the road section information con-
tained in each grid can be obtained.

In order to obtain the information of each road
segment in each grid of the road network, we can

Fig. 2. A road network data of downtown area.

first calculate the grid that each road segment passes
through, and then carry out the road segment statis-
tics for each grid. As shown in Fig. 2, < ni, nj > is
a road section in the road network. The grid it passes
through includes [2,1], [2,2], [3,2], [3,3], [3,4], [4,4],
[4,5]. Take this section as an example to describe the
specific method of obtaining the grid of the section
in this paper:

(1) Calculate the intersection point
nij1, nij2, · · · , nij6 of section < ni, nj >

and all grid lines, and divide the section into
7 sub sections < n1, nij1 >, < nij1, nij2 >

, · · · , < nij6, nj >;
(2) Calculate the center point m1, m2, · · · m7 of

each sub section, where
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

m1 :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

x = ni · x + nij1 · x

2

y = ni · y + nij1 · y

2

m2 :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

x = ni · x + nij2 · x

2

y = ni · y + nij2 · y

2

· · ·

(3)

and so on.
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(3) According to formula (1) and formula (2),
the grid numbers of starting and ending point
ni, nj and central point m1, m2, · · · , m7 of
sub section are calculated respectively, and
all grid information of section < ni, nj > is
obtained.

After extracting the grid information of all road
sections in the road network, we can count and record
the road section number contained in each grid, so as
to obtain the road section information, and record
the road section information in each grid of the road
network in the gridsinfo table.

STAGE 2: Road network matching for each track.
Set the input as an original track and the output as

a new track after map matching. For each location
point in the original track, find the grid where it is
and all the sections in the adjacent grid, and calculate
the projection point of the location point on the most
matching section as its map matching point. Specific
steps:

Step 1: Calculate the grid number B of the first
location point a.

Step 2: Based on the information in gridsinfo,
extract all sections of [G1i, G1j] and its adjacent
grid, calculate the distance between (x1, y1) and its
projection point on each section, and find the sec-
tion projection point closest to (x1, y1) as the map
matching point.

The adjacent grid of grid [G1i, G1j] refers to eight
adjacent grids, which are

[G1i − 1, G1j − 1], [G1i, G1j − 1], [G1i + 1, G1j − 1],

[G1i − 1, G1j], [G1i − 1, G1j], [G1i + 1, G1j],

[G1i − 1, G1j + 1], [G1i, G1j + 1], [G1i + 1, G1j + 1].

For example, the nearest neighbor grid of grid [3,3]
refers to eight grids [2,2], [3,2], [4,2], [2,3], [4,3],
[2,4], [3,4], [4,4], as shown in Fig. 3.

Step 3: Starting from the second location point,
calculate the grid number of each location point in
turn, extract all sections of the grid and its adjacent
grid, get the set of projection points of the location
point on each section, and calculate the previous map
matching point to the points based on the combined
section table. The shortest path length of each projec-
tion point in propoints is taken as the map matching
point of the current location point.

Step 4: Repeat step 3 until all position points in the
track are processed.

Fig. 3. Example of nearest neighbor grid.

3. Detailed design scheme of the system

3.1. Database design

The Table 2–8 shows the parameter setting process.

Table 2
User Table G-user

Column name data type

Un Int Primary key
Uname Nchar (20)
Uphone Nchar (20)

Table 3
Track route Table G-line

Column name data type

In Int Primary key
Gstar Int
Gend Int
Un Int Foreign key (G-user)

Table 4
Track data sheet G-data

Column name data type

Dn Int Primary key
Time Int
x Int
y Int

Table 5
Address Table

Column name data type

a-id int Primary key
a-name ncbar
a-count int
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Table 6
Location data sheet address

Column name data type

a-d-id int Primary key
a-d-x int
a-d-y int

Table 7
Relation Table

Column name data type

r-id int Primary key
r-value nchan(50)

Table 8
Location relationship Table AR

Column name data type

a-r-id int Primary key
a-id int Foreign key (address)
r-id int Foreign key (relation)

The above is the database design of the sys-
tem proposed in this paper. At the same time, we
write the database related methods in the “Data Base
About.java” File, easy to manage and call.

3.2. Database design

This system uses the GUI in Java to carry on the
visual design, the main idea is a control window plus
a display window to complete the operation and dis-
play of the system. The idea of data storage is to first
use num[] data to represent the number of each line
point, u[] array to represent the user of each track
line, count to represent how many track lines there
are, and then use two-dimensional array x[][], y[][],
t[][] to represent the x, y, t attributes of each data point
of each line.

The system uses the public void paint (graphicsg)
to realize the drawing of graphics, that is to say,
through the g.setcolor method to complete the color
setting, the g.filloval method to draw circles, and the
g.draw �line method to connect.

At the same time, in order to display more intu-
itively, the system adds a corresponding map as the
display background, that is,

Input Stream stream = new File Input Stream
A;imageimage=ImageIO.read(stream);

Note that bg.bmp is placed in the same project
folder, otherwise, please use the absolute address.

3.3. Close range point merging and residence
time screening

The approximate design of close range point merg-
ing is to input the distance interval threshold d after
clicking the button in the control window, and trans-
fer other corresponding parameter calls Join.java
Method f in. In the F method, each data point of each
line is compared with the adjacent data points. If the
distance between the two data points is less than the
distance interval threshold D, the two points are com-
bined, and the time stamp is the time of the earlier data
point.

The general principle of residence time screening
is the same as that of close range point merging.

3.4. Determination of data point and location

If a user’s track enters a location area, it should be
judged whether each data point of the track is in the
polygon of this area. In this system, the judgment of
point and polygon is written in Polygon Calculation.
The method is called by passing different parame-
ters through the loop to complete the judgment. The
general principle is as follows:

To judge the position relationship between a point
and a polygon, we need to distinguish two kinds of
polygons: convex polygon and concave polygon.

In order to distinguish two kinds of polygons, it
is necessary to calculate the sum of acute angles of
each included angle formed by connecting the given
point and each vertex of the polygon. If the sum of
acute angles is less than 2*Math.PI radian, then the
polygon will be deformed into convex polygon, oth-
erwise it will be concave polygon. (because of the
precision error after the circle rate is forced to take
float, the error is 0.00000 1 when judging radian and
total to reduce the error,(total+0.000001)<(float)(n-
2)*Math.PI).

According to the position relationship between a
given point and two kinds of polygons, their proper-
ties are different:

Convex polygon: if the sum of the angles from the
point to the adjacent sides of each point of the polygon
is 360 degrees, the point is in the convex polygon; if
it is less than 360 degrees, it is outside the convex
polygon.

Concave polygon: if the given point is (a, b), make
ray x = a (Y > b), and calculate the number of intersec-
tions with the polygon. If the number of intersections
is odd, it is in the concave polygon, otherwise it is
outside the concave polygon.
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(Note: the point on the polygonal boundary is not
discussed.).

Two types of calculation ideas are introduced in
detail:

(1) Relationship between fixed point and convex
polygon: cosine formula:

c2 = a2 + b2 − 2ab cos C (4)

Among them, a and b are the adjacent edges, c
is the included angle of ab, and C is the opposite
edge of angle C. The included angle of the adja-
cent edge obtained from the connection of the point
and each vertex of the convex polygon is obtained
respectively. The included angle and sum are com-
pared with 2*Math.PI. if sum < 2*Math.PI, the point
is outside the convex polygon; if sum = 2*Math.PI,
the point is inside the convex polygon. It should
be noted that the angle is in radian system, and the
Math.PI-circumference is an infinite acyclic decimal.
When the radian and sum are stored in double type,
the accuracy error will be generated. To reduce the
error, sum and 2*Math.PI are forced to be converted
into float type after multiple tests and corrections.

(2) The relationship between fixed point and con-
cave polygon: fixed point (a, b), ray x = a(y > b) and
concave polygon edge intersection, and the number
of intersection points are determined. Compare the X
coordinate of each point of concave polygon with a
in turn. There are three situations as follows:

1)
(x[n] > a & x[n + 1] < a)

‖(x[n] < a & x[n + 1] > a)
and there are

y[n] > b ‖y[n + 1] > b

2) X[n] = a

Then judge:

(x[n] > a & x[n + 1] < a)

‖(x[n] < a & x[n + 1] > a)
.

If it is true, the ray passes through the polygon
vertex. One of the left and right vertices is on the
left side of the given point, and the other is on the
right side of the given point, and one intersection is
recorded; otherwise, two intersections are recorded;

3) If x[n] = a & x[n + 1] = a, then the ray is
coincident with the concave polygon edge. Judge
the position relationship between the vertex of the
upper edge of the coincident polygon edge and the
next vertex of the lower edge and the given point X

coordinate.

(x[n − 1] < a & x[i + 2] > a)

‖(x[n − 1] > a & x[i + 2] < a)

If it is true, record 2 intersections, otherwise 1;
It is judged whether the cumulative intersection

point is odd. If it is odd, the point is in the concave
polygon. Otherwise, the point is outside the concave
polygon.

4. Analysis on the abnormal travel path of
urban residents

In order to analyze the characteristics of residents’
travel, the track data set of the same resident user
on the designated working day or the designated
rest day in a year (August 2018 to July 2019) was
selected. Because the tracking data of users 154 and
164 are the most comprehensive, the tracking data
sets of these two users are selected in this part of the
experiment. Delete the data outside the longitude and
latitude range of city a, and extract two groups: 154
and 164 user average speed data sets and number of
location points. The relevant characteristics is shown
in Table 9.

Both users did not generate track data on Saturday,
so user 154’s rest day track data set u154rest is his
(her) Sunday track data set u154sun, and user 164’s
rest day track data set u164rest is his (her) Sunday
track data set u164sun.

Figures 4–7 is a line chart of the average speed
change of 154 user in 24 time periods of a day with
track data of all working days and all rest days in a
year.

It can be seen from the travel track data of two
users in 24 time periods every day during the work-
ing day of the year that the proportion of track number
between 0:00 and 7:00, the number of sampling loca-
tion points, moving distance and average speed are
the smallest, indicating that the time period is a night
rest time; the average speed between 7:00 and 9:00 is
increasing rapidly, and the characteristics of outgo-
ing behavior are obvious, so it is more likely to go to
work. The number of sampling points between 9:00
and 17:00 is less, and the moving speed is relatively
stable in other time periods except 12:00 to 13:00,
indicating that the user may be in the workplace and
have dining out during lunch break. From 17:00 to
19:00, the number of location points increases, and
it is more likely to go to work. From 19:00 to 22:00,
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Table 9
Data set features

user Data set name Number of Maximum track Minimum track Average track
tracks length length length

User154 User154mon 28 3032 154 1032
User154tue 32 7640 146 1289
User154wed 33 3858 138 1129
User154thu 33 1938 163 908
User154fri 35 3378 98 1040
User154sat 0 – – –
User154sun 20 6059 133 1247
User154work 161 7640 98 1079
User154rest 20 6059 133 1247

User164 User164mon 35 4858 179 856
User164tue 34 1747 1677 736
User164wed 34 1474 265 702
User164thu 34 1938 319 649
User164fri 35 3145 179 828
User164sat 0 – – –
User164sun 23 1999 200 760
User164work 172 4858 167 755
User164rest 23 1999 200 760

Fig. 4. The average speed of user154’s track data set over 24 time periods of a day.

Fig. 5. The average speed of user164’s track data set over 24 time periods of a day.
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Fig. 6. The number of location points of user154’s track data set distributed in 24 time periods of a day.

Fig. 7. The number of location points of user164’s track data set distributed in 24 time periods of a day.

the number of location points and running distance
did not change significantly, which may be at home
or out for leisure. The movement speed from 22:00
to 24:00 first increased and then decreased, which
reflected the possibility of going home at night.

It can be seen from the travel track data of two
users in 24 time periods every day on the rest day of
the year that the number of sampling positions and
the moving distance between 0 and 7 are the small-
est, indicating that the time period is the night rest
time, which is similar to the track data of the working
day. Although there is a high average speed situation,
combined with the position point data and the propor-
tion of track number, it may be due to the impact of
individual abnormal travel track. Between 7 and 9, the
number of points increased rapidly, the average mov-
ing speed first increased and then decreased, and the
behavior of going out was obvious. The movement
speed between 9:00 and 20:00 is relatively stable,
which indicates that users have carried out similar
activities here, and there is no significant change in
lunch break and dinner time. It is possible that leisure
activities have been carried out in an outdoor activity

site. The average moving speed from 20:00 to 24:00
rises slowly, then rises rapidly and then falls, which
reflects that there may be dining at night and going
home from outside in this period. Compared with the
results of track data analysis on working days, the
early, middle and late travel time periods of rest days
are different.

From the above track data analysis results, it can
be seen that the work and rest time of the two users
in the working day is relatively regular, and the early,
middle and late travel division is relatively obvious;
the rest day travel data is relatively small, and the
travel time is mostly concentrated after 7 o’clock,
and the travel characteristics of the whole day are not
clearly distinguished.

The spatiotemporal trajectory data of residents’
travel can express the spatiotemporal relationship
of individual behavior and reveal the spatiotemporal
characteristics of individual daily activities. Accord-
ing to the detection results of outliers, we can analyze
the abnormal behavior of individual travel. In the
face of patients with COVID-19 and the prevention
of epidemic situation, for each track, first calculate
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the direction of each track segment, and then obtain
the corresponding sequence composed of track seg-
ments. Finally, the proposed method is applied to the
real user’s daily travel trajectory data set. By detecting
the outliers in the periodic travel trajectory data set
of residents and analyzing the abnormal travel trajec-
tory of residents, the possible causes for the abnormal
behavior of COVID-19 patients mainly include the
difference of travel purpose and travel time and the
abnormality of traffic conditions. The results can be
the residents’ travel Route recommendation and anal-
ysis of urban road traffic conditions provide valuable
reference.

The representative path of the mobile object is
obtained, and the periodic behavior mode of the
mobile individual is found, and the travel character-
istic information of the residents is further obtained.
By using the time, direction, speed, shape, position
and continuity features of each track to achieve more
accurate measurement of track similarity, and based
on the time length features of each track to optimize
the initial center selection of track clusters, in order
to achieve the ideal effect of track clustering. Then,
taking urban residents’ commuting and routine route
analysis as examples, the accuracy and performance
of the proposed path clustering and location cluster-
ing algorithm are verified. It is helpful to realize the
automatic acquisition of residents’ travel law infor-
mation, and it is suitable for the geographic research
fields such as the analysis of urban residents’ travel
characteristics and the prediction of road congestion.
It can provide an effective reference for the decision-
making of urban planning and traffic management.
And the relief can effectively relieve the epidemic
prevention pressure of COVID-19.

5. Conclusion

This paper mainly studies the spatiotemporal tra-
jectory data mining method and its application in the
analysis of urban residents’ travel behavior mode to
solve the epidemic prevention and monitoring prob-
lem of covid19. Firstly, the inherent information and
prior knowledge in trajectory data are fully studied,
and the data model is constructed. Secondly, research
data mining related technologies, innovate and design
outlier detection methods, and analyze the abnormal
travel routes on the personal travel trajectory data of
city a residents, for example verification. It is used
to identify various travel modes used in the user’s
travel trajectory. Finally, based on the hot spot loca-

tion mining method, this paper analyzes the spatial
characteristics of urban residents’ travel according to
the track data set of city a, and validates the detec-
tion of hot spot area by analyzing the key location of
commuter route.

Based on the track clustering, this paper analyzes
the continuity between the internal and external fea-
tures and location points of the traditional track
clustering method, and proposes a track clustering
method based on multi feature similarity measure-
ment. This method uses the characteristics of time,
direction, speed, shape, position and continuity of
tracks to measure the similarity between tracks, and
optimizes the initial center selection of track clusters
based on the characteristics of time length of tracks.
The visual representation and experimental results
show that this method improves the accuracy and sta-
bility of clustering results. Finally, on the real user
daily travel trajectory data set provided by geolife
project, the practicability of this method is veri-
fied through the analysis of residents’ routine travel
routes, which provides the auxiliary decision-making
basis for urban management and traffic planning.
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